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and Its Visibility Enhancement Analysis
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Abstract— Detection of moving objects in outdoor environments is an extremely researched topic. However, studies on moving object detection in complex atmospheric/weather conditions
are limited, primarily because of the absence of any relevant
benchmark dataset. To address this disparity, we introduce
a novel benchmark video dataset entitled “Extended Tripura
University Video Dataset (E-TUVD)” which is a diverse dataset
of complex atmospheric/weather conditions. Currently, E-TUVD
is the largest video dataset for moving object detection under
degraded atmospheric/weather conditions. The dataset comprises
147 video clips spanning 1-5 minutes in duration of each video
clips. Because of the requirement of evaluating any object
detection model, this study emphasizes on generation of groundtruth images of salient moving objects on E-TUVD. Using this
dataset, we assessed the performance of several state-of-the-art
algorithms, considering both the ability to detect moving objects
and visibility enhancement under such complex conditions. The
method with the best performance was used to investigate the
effectiveness of visibility enhancement of atmospheric/weather
degraded image sequences for accurate moving object detection.
Results and analysis reveal that effective enhancement can
significantly improve the ability of detection algorithms under
degraded atmospheric/weather conditions to resemble the true
properties of moving objects in terms of pixel oriented binary
masks.
Index Terms— Atmospheric/weather conditions, video dataset,
meteorological information, ground-truth, moving object detection, visibility enhancement, performance evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

OVING object detection has been an active and mature
research area in numerous computer vision applications
because of the increasing demand of video surveillance for
security applications. Fundamentally, it is often considered to
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be a pre-processing step and a low level task in computer
vision applications, which is interconnected with high level
inference tasks such as object localization, tracking, and
classification. Its importance can be anticipated by visualizing
the numerous articles published till date on this topic. Each
moving object detection algorithm is designed to competently
address the inherent real-world challenges of indoor/outdoor
scenes, including illumination changes, dynamic backgrounds,
ghosting artifacts, shadows, camouflage effects, etc. [1]–
[3]. However, because outdoor scenes can be degraded by
different complex atmospheric/weather conditions, moving
object detection is more complicated under such conditions.
Generally, the North-Eastern (NE) states, along with other
states of India, share multiple international borders, because of
which, security plays a vital role in such states. Under extreme
atmospheric/weather conditions, outdoor scenes undergo from
degradation, and suspicious intruders may not be detected by
unaided human vision because of the high loss in contrast.
Consequently, electronic surveillance plays an important role
in detecting illegal threats to the state and for real-time
detection of suspicious activities.
In spite of the blooming research on improving the impacts
of predefined real-world challenges [2], [3], significant gaps
exist in the existing solutions for detection of moving objects
under atmospheric/weather degraded outdoor scenes. The
rapid development of complex object detection algorithms
originates from the available benchmark datasets that provides
a balanced coverage of the challenges representative of the
real-world [2]–[4]. Moreover, the availability of such dataset
facilitates fair comparisons between state-of-the-art methods.
Thus, the design of extensive datasets can provide a solid
source for moving object detection and can consistently guide
the development of this research field. In the last few decades,
large datasets have been designed to meet the increasing
demands for developing and benchmarking new models for
moving object detection [4]–[38]. Each of these datasets
is extensive in terms of amount or complexity. However,
video datasets for moving object detection that can provide a
balanced coverage of atmospheric/weather degraded outdoor
scenes are still lacking.
Due to the remarkable effort required for designing an
inclusive benchmark dataset to provide both pixel and location oriented ground-truth labels and a balanced coverage of
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the representative atmospheric/weather challenges, previous
attempts to objectively evaluate moving object detection methods in such complex situations have been restricted to limited
partial assessments. Considering the importance of moving
object detection for the computer vision and video processing
communities, a video dataset under different atmospheric
conditions with unambiguously defined moving objects must
be created. Considering all these factors, the primary contributions of this study are summarized below:
1) We describe the designing issues and capturing protocol
of a comprehensive real time benchmark video dataset
of outdoor scenes entitled as “Extended Tripura University Video Dataset (E-TUVD)”. The video dataset
involves outdoor scenes degraded by various adverse
atmospheric/weather conditions (such as fog, haze, dust,
rain and poor illumination). The research community
can utilize this dataset for testing and ranking of
the existing and new algorithms for moving object
detection in degraded atmospheric/weather conditions.
To the best of our knowledge, E-TUVD is currently
the largest moving object detection dataset for complex
atmospheric/weather conditions.
2) Moreover, we provide a procedure for generating
ground-truth images of suspected salient moving objects
in terms of pixel oriented object masks and location
oriented bounding boxes along with the object class in
the maximum number of extracted frames of the created
video dataset.
3) Based on this dataset, a comparison of thirty stateof-the-art methods (both classical and deep learning
methods) for detection of moving objects in degraded
atmospheric/weather conditions is provided based on
pixel oriented simple matching coefficients which allow
us to evaluate and develop new approaches on moving
object detection in such adverse conditions.
4) We also provide a comparative analysis of twenty
two state-of-the-art visibility enhancement methods
(both classical and deep learning methods) based on
no-reference image based quality assessment metrics.
Furthermore, experiments were conducted to investigate the influence of visibility enhancement for accurate detection of moving objects in degraded complex
atmospheric/weather conditions to identify the remaining challenges and provide the scope for future research.
Our goal is to offer a large and diverse benchmark dataset
in adverse atmospheric/weather conditions to the research
community to enable the design and evaluation of new moving object detection methods that can be readily used in
the many real-time applications for such complex situations.
A preliminary version of this paper has been previously
published in [40]. Compared with the conference version,
herein, we have extended the volume of the dataset and
included some more atmospheric/weather challenges of realworld scenarios (i.e., rain and haze). In addition, in the present
version, we provide a more comprehensive review of the
existing dataset including experimental results for qualitative benchmarking of E-TUVD with respect to classical and
deep learning based moving object detection and visibility
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enhancement methods. This article also aims to determine
whether visibility enhancement of video sequences degraded
by atmospheric/weather conditions can improve the ability
of the detection method to accurately detect moving objects
automatically. E-TUVD is a property of Tripura University,
and details regarding this dataset are available in [41]. This
dataset can be accessed for non-commercial use on request
from [41].
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, an overview
of the existing datasets for moving object detection and the
importance of our newly designed dataset in contrast to
previous datasets are described. Section III, elaborated
the designing issues and overall statistics of the created
video dataset under different atmospheric/weather conditions.
In Section IV, the procedure of generating ground-truth images
(in terms of moving object masks and bounding boxes) of
the salient moving objects in each of the extracted frames of
E-TUVD is described. In Section V, thirty widely used stateof-the-art moving object detection techniques are analysed,
and the experimental results of applying these methods to our
dataset are detailed. Section VI compares the performance
of twenty two state-of-the-art visibility enhancement
techniques on E-TUVD for restoration of atmospheric/
weather degraded extracted frames (i.e., due to fog, haze and
dust). In Section VII, the effectiveness of visibility enhancement for the accurate detection of moving objects degraded
by atmospheric/weather conditions is reported. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Overview of Previous Datasets
Various datasets to evaluate the performance of moving
object detection algorithms have been rapidly developed.
Instead of elaborately discussing the large number of existing
datasets on moving object detection, key features of each
dataset based on a comparison of these datasets with our newly
designed dataset (i.e. E-TUVD) are highlighted in TABLE I.
Importance of E-TUVD with respect to Previous
Datasets:
Although the previous datasets reviewed in TABLE I have
advanced the research in moving object detection, they have
several drawbacks:
1) First, the datasets reviewed in TABLE I
[4]–[38] are designed to provide predefined real-world
challenges [2], [3], [39] (e.g., complex backgrounds,
shadows, occlusion, intermittent object motion, activity
of objects, etc.) in moving object detection or tracking
algorithms. Although CD.Net 2014 [4], BMC 2012 [5],
MarDCT [21], LASIESTA [25], and UWCD [38]
consider some weather conditions (such as sunny,
snowy, rain, cloudy and fog conditions), the number
and variety of videos of adverse atmospheric/weather
conditions are limited. Conversely, TU-VDN [33]
contains video clips of adverse weather conditions
(i.e., fog, dust, rain and low light), but this dataset
specially focuses on key challenges like flat cluttered
and dynamic backgrounds observed using static and
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TABLE I
(Continued.) R EVIEW AND C OMPARISON ON E XISTING M OVING O BJECT D ETECTION D ATASETS U SED IN R ESEARCH W ORKS W ITH O UR D ATASET

motion cameras. This is because all video clips of
TU-VDN are recorded with a far-wave infrared sensor
at night time. In addition, because wavelengths in the
far-infrared region exceed those in other infrared wave
bands, impact of atmospheric particles on far-infrared
waves is relatively insignificant. Therefore, such videos
may not be pragmatic in real-world outdoor scenarios
and may cause over-fitting of the moving object
detection methods because moving objects detection
in outdoor environments are mainly susceptible to
atmospheric/weather effects. In comparison, our newly
designed video dataset specially focuses on various
adverse atmospheric/ weather challenges, including the
above mentioned predefined challenges [2], [3], [39] of
moving object detection for the evaluation of standard
baseline models under such complex situations.
2) Second, ground-truth annotation of foreground moving objects in previous datasets is provided either in
terms of bounding boxes or object masks. Thus these
datasets focus on either tracking or detection algorithms.
Although foreground moving objects in some datasets
are annotated in the form of binary object masks, they
are often manually annotated by one subject, resulting in

strong subjective bias with respect to performance evaluation of the detection models. In our newly designed
dataset, we first localized the salient moving objects
using rectangular bounding boxes, and then, labeled
pixel wise annotation of the moving objects present in
the bounding boxes using multiple annotators such that
the resultant ground-truth image sequences become the
most probable joint agreement of all annotators.
3) Third, these datasets are less significant than the
proposed dataset for traditional Convolution Neural
Networks (CNNs) because the number of frames and
annotated frames in most of the previous dataset mentioned in TABLE I are not sufficiently large for training
traditional deep learning models. To cope up with such
problems, manual labeling (bounding boxes and binary
object masks) of the maximum number of frames in each
of the video clips of E-TUVD dataset are provided with
the E-TUVD.
In summary, the existing datasets are not sufficient for
benchmarking the performance of traditional moving object
detection methods in degraded complex atmospheric/weather
conditions because of the less variety of available videos in
such degraded conditions as well as the ambiguous annotation
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of salient moving objects. For advance this area, E-TUVD
provides a balanced coverage of real-world outdoor scenarios in degraded atmospheric/weather conditions and contains
ground-truth images of salient moving objects, which are
unambiguously defined and annotated.
B. Contributive Features of E-TUVD
The main contributive features of the designed Extended
Tripura University Video Dataset (E-TUVD) are:
1) The dataset comprises video sequences of moving
objects (especially vehicles, pedestrians and animals)
under various atmospheric/weather degraded challenges
captured from different security and surveillance zones
of Tripura.
2) The dataset contains 147 videos including 29 videos in
clear day conditions, 22 videos in poor illumination conditions, 34 videos in fog conditions, 12 videos in haze
conditions, 23 videos in dust conditions, and 27 videos
in rain conditions captured under static and dynamic
background conditions.
3) Along with atmospheric/weather challenges, the dataset
also contains various representative challenges of realworld moving object detection i.e., intermittent object
motion, camera jitter, shadows and overlap of two moving objects.
4) Each frame of the E-TUVD contains multiple types of
moving objects, e.g., pedestrians, bikers, bicyclists, cars,
buses, trucks, autos, rickshaws, and animals (i.e., dogs,
cows, and cats). In addition, the scenes were captured
mostly in urban areas, which are subjected to larger surface variations because of the presence of objects such
as trees, houses, warehouses, office buildings, streets,
and residents.
5) For each video clip in the dataset, meteorological data
regarding atmospheric/weather information (i.e., dew
point, temperature, humidity, etc.) on the capturing
day were obtained from meteorological department of
Tripura State and are also provided.
6) For all the captured video sequences, ground-truth
images of salient moving objects are annotated in terms
of binary object masks and object fixations (i.e., location
oriented bounding boxes) to alleviate ambiguities in
defining and annotating salient moving objects and are
provided along with this dataset.
All these features of E-TUVD reflect its significance
in the moving object detection from various real-world
atmospheric/weather degraded outdoor scenes.
III. D ESIGNING I SSUES AND OVERALL S TATISTICS OF
E-TUVD IN D EGRADED ATMOSPHERIC /
W EATHER C ONDITIONS
Generally, outdoor images often suffer from low contrast
and poor visibility information because the light reflected from
the object of interest (in our case, the moving objects) is
attenuated in air and further blends with the atmospheric light
scattered by some aerosols or water-droplets before it reaches
the camera. Inclement weather has remained a challenge for

Fig. 1.

Acquisition factors of E-TUVD [40].

many computer vision applications because the performance
of imaging devices drastically reduces under such conditions.
In this section, we elaborate the capturing conditions, acquisition set-up, overall statistics, and naming conventions of the
E-TUVD under atmospheric or weather degraded conditions.
A. Dataset Capturing Conditions
Images in an outdoor environment are mainly susceptible
to two factors: Weather and Illumination. The weather effect
is due to the presence of fog or other associated particles
suspended in air that scatter light in the atmosphere [42].
In contrast, the illumination effect in an outdoor environment
mainly occurs because of variations in the intensity of sunlight
at different times of the day, i.e., specular reflection [43]. Such
conditions alter the key characteristics (i.e., intensity, color,
polarization and coherence) of sunlight because of scattering
of light by atmospheric particles. The atmospheric or weather
conditions considered in our E-TUVD dataset are: Fog Conditions, Haze Conditions, Dust Conditions, Rain Conditions
and Poor Illumination Conditions. In addition to the above
mentioned five atmospheric or weather conditions, E-TUVD
also contains video clips of clear days where horizontal sunlight casts long shadows and gives subjects a warm glow with
high contrast scenes. Considerable effort was invested for measuring the physical properties of these atmospheric/weather
conditions (i.e., types and sizes of particles involved and their
concentrations in space) [43].
B. Camera Set-up for Dataset Acquisition
To maintain uniformity and collect valuable information
for our research work, the effects of various factors considered during data acquisition to facilitate the observation
of atmospheric/weather on scene appearances are shown
in Fig. 1.
The acquisition of the video dataset under the
atmospheric/weather conditions involved of three components.
The first component is the camera specification. Herein, video
clips for the E-TUVD were captured using a Nikon
D5100 camera (Thailand) which had a focal length of
18-55 mm with a horizontal field-of-view, zoom ratio of
3.00x and aperture range of f/5.6-f/8. The video resolution
was 1920 × 1080 pixels and the video images were not
stabilized during acquisition. The second component is
the outdoor environment condition. Depending on different
atmospheric conditions, the outdoor temperature during data
acquisition varied from 5◦ C to 30◦ C, humidity was between
40% and 100%, the dew point ranged from 5◦ C to 15◦ C,
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Overall acquisition setup for dataset capturing of E-TUVD under degraded atmospheric/weather conditions.

Fig. 3. Sample image frames of E-TUVD under different Atmospheric/Weather conditions: row (1) Fog conditions; row (2) Haze conditions; row (3) Dust
conditions; row (4) Rain conditions; row (5) Poor Illumination conditions; row (6) Clear Day conditions.

the wind speed varied from 1 mph to 3.5 mph, and the
visibility remained approximately between 0 KM to 4 KM.
The third component is positioning the camera with respect
to the targeted objects. During data acquisition, the alignment
of the camera (i.e., line of sight) with respect to the moving
objects was horizontal over path lengths of several kilometers
(i.e., approximately 3 KM). The camera was positioned on a
tripod stand with vertical height adjustment and an average
elevation of 5 feet from the ground level. The video clips of
the E-TUVD were captured under two background conditions
(i.e., static and dynamic background). For capturing the
video clips in a static background condition, the camera was
kept fixed with respect to the moving objects by mounting
the camera on a tripod stand (in this case, the background
is static with respect to the moving objects). Conversely,
to capture video clips under dynamic background conditions,
the video clips were captured by mounting the camera on a
moving vehicle, and the speed of the vehicle was maintained
between 20 and 30 KM/H. In this case, both the objects and

the background are moved simultaneously. The jagged and
diagrammatic representation of the complete set-up for data
acquisition is displayed in Fig. 2.
The video clips of the E-TUVD were collected from different locations of Tripura, which is a North Eastern State of
India, and were captured from the Tripura University Campus
and different crossings of Agartala city as per availability of
data under the aforementioned degraded atmospheric/weather
conditions throughout the year. Some of the sample frames of
the E-TUVD depicting different adverse atmospheric/weather
conditions are shown in Fig. 3. The image frames are from
the beginning, middle and end of the video sequences for
visualization.
C. Dataset Statistics
According to the above mentioned acquisition factors, currently, E-TUVD contains 147 video clips, depicting outdoor
scenes with moving objects that were captured under different scenarios and include various challenges under different
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TABLE II
D ISTRIBUTION OF E-TUVD IN D IFFERENT ATMOSPHERIC /W EATHER C ONDITIONS

atmospheric/weather conditions (as shown in Fig. 3). Each
video clip was 1 to 5 minutes long with a frame rate of 30 fps
(Frame per Second). The overall statistics of the created
dataset are shown in TABLE II. The key challenges of the
designed video dataset are broadly categorized as follows:
• Background Challenges: The E-TUVD video clips
depict outdoor scenes either under static or dynamic
background conditions. Handling background dynamics
in which the background is continuously moving with
respect to the moving objects is a challenging task.
The dataset contains 93 video clips under the static
background conditions and 54 video clips under dynamic
background conditions.
• Atmospheric/Weather Challenges: The dataset includes
urban scenes with buildings, trees, sky, vehicles, and
pedestrians with ranges from approximately 100 meters to
3 KM. The dataset contains 22 video clips under the poor
illumination conditions, 34 video clips in fog conditions,
12 video clips in haze conditions, 23 video clips in
dust conditions, and 27 video clips in rain conditions,
as shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, the dataset also contains
29 video clips on a clear day to facilitate the comparison
of complex moving object detection models under both
clear conditions and atmospherically degraded conditions.
• Other Challenges: In addition to these two major challenges, the dataset also contains scenes with multiple
moving objects in a single frame, overlapping or occluding of the moving objects in a single frame, shadow,
and intermittent motions of objects. Although camouflage or poorly textured and camera jitter images are
some of the major issues considered for moving object
detection, we did not consider them in the categorical
challenges of the E-TUVD because almost all the realworld video sequences contain some level of camouflage
and camera jitter effect.
Each of these subsets was very challenging and could be used
to test benchmark moving object detection/tracking algorithms
under realistic scenarios.
D. Naming Convention
Each category of video clips in the E-TUVD was named to
ensure that the dataset could be understood during analysis.
Different codes were assigned to the different atmospheric
condition, different dates on which data were captured, and
different types of background. Using these codes, the dataset
were named in the format Capturing-Day_AtmosphericCondition_ Background-Type_Video-ID.mov. All the assigned

TABLE III
C ODES U SED FOR N AMING E-TUVD

codes for each component of the name are illustrated
in Table III. Using the above naming convention, every video
clip in the dataset acquired a distinct identity. Based on
the codes provided in Table III, the image name “D1_F_
S_01.mov” indicates that the video is Video_ID 01, which
is a static background video captured under fog conditions on
the first day.
E. Meteorological Information
Analyzing outdoor scenes under extreme atmospheric/
weather degraded conditions requires metrological data from
the capturing location or in the area adjacent to the capturing location. According to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) network, atmospheric/weather phenomena
are depicted and measured using different variables of the
earth’s atmosphere; i.e., Temperature (◦ C), Humidity (%),
Dew Point (◦ C), Wind Speed (KM/H), Wind Direction,
Atmospheric Pressure (mbar) and Visibility (KM). Each video
clip of the E-TUVD contains useful ground-truth meteorological information related to these atmospheric variables/
parameters obtained from the Regional Meteorological Department of Tripura, which is provided with the dataset.
IV. G ROUND -T RUTH G ENERATION OF S ALIENT
M OVING O BJECTS ON THE E-TUVD DATASET
By generating ground-truth images of salient moving
objects, the effectiveness of moving object detection/tracking
algorithms can be verified. The most common and efficient
method for generating ground-truth images is using manual
annotation. However, manual annotation of accurate groundtruth data that contain the exact area of salient moving objects
often results in uncertainty and strongly subjective bias. Thus,
generating uncontroversial ground-truth images that provides
the maximum information regarding salient moving objects
in each frame is one of the most tedious and challenging
tasks. In our study, we collected two types of ground-truth
data, moving object fixation using rectangular bounding boxes
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and pixel oriented binary moving object masks to mitigate
the indistinctness in defining and annotating salient moving
objects.
A. Rectangular Bounding Box Based Moving Object Fixation
Currently, the dataset contains 147 video clips 1-5 minutes
each (30 fps). Therefore, it is very difficult and time consuming for a single person to accurately annotate ground-truth
images of salient moving objects for the captured videos.
Moreover, manual annotation of salient moving objects in
videos of complex outdoor scenes is a difficult and challenging
task. This is because several candidate objects may exist
and different annotators may be biased in determining which
objects are “salient” or “moving”. Therefore, for consistent
annotation of the E-TUVD, a more general definition of
“salient moving objects” in a video is essential to guide the
manual annotation processes. First, to address the problem
of “what are the most likely salient objects present on our
E-TUVD dataset”, we visually analyzed all video clips of the
E-TUVD and predefined the classes of salient objects to be
annotated. They are – Pedestrian, Biker, Bicyclist, Car, Bus,
Truck, Auto, Rickshaw and Animal (i.e., Dog, Cow and Cat).
Second, it is particularly difficult to reliably identify the actual
number of moving objects in a multi object frame because all
objects may not move simultaneously. In addition, the salient
moving objects may become immobile in the middle of a
video clip (i.e., intermittent object motion). To approximate the
salient objects that are “moving” (i.e., salient moving objects)
well in the video frames of the E-TUVD, the background
model was estimated using a previously developed model [44]
and compared with current images. This eased the task of
annotators to identify the regions of interest (i.e., moving
objects) in a frame. Third, assigning the classes of salient
moving objects in a multi object frame is difficult because
in some situations, a small part of a salient moving object
may be visible or may be occluded by some other candidate
objects. Under such circumstances, annotators were instructed
to carefully observe the previous or next successive frames
and assign the object to one of the aforementioned predefined
classes. Depending on this information, manual fixation of the
salient moving objects in the form of a rectangular box was
performed, and its identity and detailed spatial and temporal
information were provided.
To implement the protocol, five members of the research
laboratory were selected and trained to maintain consistency
in ground-truth annotation. They were provided a set of
annotation guidelines, consisting of what to annotate, what
are the class labels and how to handle occlusions. The six
categories of video clips from E-TUVD (i.e., fog, haze,
dust, rain, poor illumination and clear day) were equally
distributed among these five individuals. Each annotator was
asked to free-view all the extracted frames of the video clips
provided to them and create a rectangular boxes for each
salient moving objects present in one frame per five frames
using the LabelImg graphical image annotation tool [45]. This
graphical user interface based tool is freely available [45].
The rectangular bounding boxes were created by fixing the
coordinates of two points (i.e., recommended for PascalVOC)
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of each salient moving object in one frame per five frames and
defining the class of these bounding boxes. These two points
are: the upper most left corners (xmin, ymin) and the lower
most right corners (xmax, ymax). Along with bounding box
information (i.e. the coordinates of the two points) outlining
the salient moving objects, temporal information related to
Frame_ID, Number_of_Objects, and Object_Class as present
in the corresponding frames for each video clip of E-TUVD
was also maintained in an .xml file and provided with the
dataset. During the entire process, annotators were periodically
observed to ensure they followed the guidelines.
B. Generation of Binary Moving Object Masks
To generate accurate and uncontroversial ground-truth
images of the salient moving objects in the form of binary
moving object masks, the most suitable method is to combine
the manually generated binary moving object masks of all
subjects so that the resultant ground-truth object mask is most
likely to each of the annotator segmentation. Considering this
aspect, one of the most well-known semi-automated tool, Tool
for Semiautomatic Labeling (TSLAB) [46], was used to generate the binary moving object masks. This is a freely available
graphical user interface based tool [47]. To implement the
protocol, five members of the research laboratory who did
not participate in annotating the bounding boxes were selected
and trained for binary object mask generation. Similar to the
previous subsection, the six categories of video clips from the
E-TUVD were equally distributed among these five annotators.
Along with the video clips, bounding box related information
was also provided to avoid the problem of determining the
salient moving objects. Using TSLAB [47], annotators were
asked to manually draw the contours of each salient moving
object present in the respective frame in the VMO (Visible
Moving Object) layer selection mode. Consequently, the area
inside the contours was considered as moving (i.e., each of
the salient moving objects was annotated as a whole based
on a semantic concept). Thus, in each video clip of the
E-TUVD, ground-truth images of one frame per five frames
were produced in a .bmp format with the following two labels:
Static Pixels: Assigned the binary values of 0 and Moving
Pixels: Assigned binary values of 1.
After generating the ground-truth images (i.e., the binary
moving object masks), the video clips of the E-TUVD
along with the corresponding bounding box information were
exchanged among the workers five times to generate five
reference ground-truth images corresponding to each frame
(one frame per five frames) of the E-TUVD video clips. Once
the five software based reference ground-truth images were
obtained, the maximum voting policy was used to combine
the results of these five ground-truth images. In this method,
a threshold value T (in our case T=3) was set depending on
the number of reference ground-truth images, and a groundtruth image was built as the maximum likelihood estimation.
This can be mathematically represented as follows:
⎧
K
⎪
⎨1 if  RGT (i,j) ≥ T
k
(1)
GT(i,j) =
k=1
⎪
⎩0 Otherwise
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where RGTk (i,j) is the kth reference ground-truth image. The
resultant maximum voting policy based binary moving object
masks of one frame per five frames for each video clips of
E-TUVD are provided in the .bmp format with the dataset.

TABLE IV
B RIEF S UMMARY OF THE M OVING O BJECT D ETECTION T ECHNIQUES
U SED IN THE E-TUVD D ATASET W ITH THE
A SSOCIATED PARAMETERS

V. D ETECTION OF M OVING O BJECTS U SING THE
S TATE - OF - THE -A RT M ETHODS IN D EGRADED
ATMOSPHERIC /W EATHER O UTDOOR
C ONDITIONS ON E-TUVD
A. State-of-the-Art Methods Tested
Detection of moving objects has been extensively studied since the 1990’s; consequently, numerous new ideas
have been proposed for high-quality detections of complex
scenarios with the lowest misdetection rate. The simplest
object detection strategy is to segment the moving regions
of interest from the static background. We reviewed previous publications [48]–[54] that presented survey on primitive
approaches/categories for moving object detection from videos
and have reported the general concepts of various representative methods for each category. Although many detection
techniques are used in computer vision, not all work well
for atmospheric/weather degraded complex situations. Most
of these techniques are image and application dependent, and
their results are highly dependent on image characteristics.
From the literature, a total of 30 state-of-the-art methods
(i.e., 26 classical methods and 4 deep learning methods)
were implemented and tested on the E-TUVD to obtain the
most efficient technique(s) for the detection of moving objects
in degraded atmospheric/weather conditions. Some of these
methods indicated by an asterisk (∗) in TABLE IV were
implemented in BGSlibrary [54]. The remaining techniques
are implemented by own or as per the codes made available
by the corresponding authors. For each method, only one set
of parameters was used for all the videos. These parameters
were selected based on author recommendations, or, when
not available, were adjusted to enhance the overall results.
A brief overview of each technique along with the associated
parameters and their settings is provided in TABLE IV.
To better visualize the categorization results, Fig. 4 depicts
the displayed results of thirty state-of-the-art detection
methods on E-TUVD under various atmospheric/weather
conditions.
B. Evaluation Metrics
The performance of moving object detection methods proposed in the literature has been evaluated either based on
visual or objective inspection of the detection results. Because
none of the existing state-of-the-art methods are relevant to
all the situations of the E-TUVD, objective evaluation of
the detection algorithms is essential. Similar to many pixel
based moving object detection algorithms, we also adopted
the three most widely used supervised or reference image
based evaluation metrics (i.e., pixel oriented simple matching
coefficient based qualitative measurement). These evaluation
metrics are [69], [70]: F-Measure (F-Mes), Percentage of
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Fig. 4. Typical segmentation results for various atmospheric conditions on the E-TUVD: Left side of the figure: row (1) shows input Frames; row (2)
shows Ground-truth; row (3) shows ViBe results [44]; row (4) shows ISBM results [55]; row (5) shows MTD results [56]; row (6) shows PBAS results [57];
row (7) shows GMM-V1 results [58]; row (8) shows BM results [59]; row (9) shows XCS-LBP results [60]; row (10) shows DECOLOR results [61]; row
(11) shows GMM-V2 results [62]; row (12) shows EB results [63]; row (13) shows SC-RPCA results [64]; row (14) shows IMTSL results [65]; row (15)
shows LOBSTER results [66]; row (16) shows MBS results [67]; row (17) shows SSS-RPCA results [68]; Right side of the figure: row (1) shows Input
Frames; row (2) shows Ground-truth; row (3) shows PAWCS results [69]; row (4) shows SUBSENSE results [70]; row (5) shows CB results [71]; row (6)
shows VUMETER results [72]; row (7) shows KDE results [73]; row (8) shows MULTICUE results [74]; row (9) shows SOBS results [75]; row (10) shows
SC-SOBS results [76]; row (11) shows KNN results [77]; row (12) shows LBP-MRF results [78]; row (13) shows WMV results [79]; row (14) shows IDLM
results [80]; row (15) shows MFCN results [81]; row (16) shows MSFgNet results [82]; row (17) shows ED-ResNet18 results [83].

Correct Classification (PCC) and Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC). These evaluation metrics are measured based
on four basic cardinalities: TP (True Positive), TN (True
Negative), FP (False Positive) and FN (False Negative) and
each of these cardinalities measure the amount of overlapping
or missed area between the pixel level detection result and the
binary ground-truth (i.e. object masks). A perfect detection is

supposed to have higher values of F-Mes, PCC, and MCC
(i.e., close to 1).
C. Experimental Results and Discussion
For objective evaluation, videos from each category of
the atmospheric/weather conditions from the E-TUVD were
considered. In our present study, E-TUVD video clips captured
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TABLE V
P IXEL O RIENTED S IMPLE M ATCHING C OEFFICIENT BASED C OMPARISON OF THE
S TATE - OF - THE -A RT M OVING O BJECT D ETECTION M ETHODS ON E-TUVD

under the static background conditions were used. For equitable decision making regarding the effective and efficient
state-of-the-art moving object detection methods, all the
aforementioned metrics were measured for each detection
method. Each of the methods was tested on a CPU platform

workstation with Intel®Xeon®Processor E5-1620 v3 @
3.50 GHz and 64 GB installed memory (RAM). The average performance of each detection methods over each video
category of the E-TUVD has been tabulated in TABLE V.
The two best performing methods in each of the representative
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used in our study did not show remarkable results in
any of the video categories of the E-TUVD except on
clear day conditions.
VI. V ISIBILITY E NHANCEMENT OF D EGRADED
ATMOSPHERIC /W EATHER I MAGE S EQUENCES
U SING S TATE - OF - THE -A RT M ETHODS

Fig. 5. Error bar plot of assessment metrics for all moving object detection
methods over each category of weather/atmospheric conditions of E-TUVD.

atmospheric/weather challenges are presented in boldface with
underline and boldface. Conversely, the method with the worst
performance is presented in italics and boldface. Careful
inspection of TABLE V provides the following observations:
1) The top two outer-performed methods in each of the
video categories are not necessarily the best methods for
all the considered video categories. Higher values were
achieved for all evaluation metrics using the following
methods: fog condition in ISBM [55] and PBAS [57];
haze condition in BM [59] and LBP-MRF [78]; dust
condition in PAWCS [69] and MULTICUE [74]; rain
and poor illumination conditions in DECOLOR [61] and
ISBM [55] and clear day conditions in DECOLOR [61]
and MULTICUE [74]. These can be considered the two
outer-performed methods in each of the respective video
category. Conversely, XCS-LBP [60] was observed to
be the worst performing method in almost all video
categories, except dust and poor illumination conditions.
For dust and poor illumination conditions, CB [71] and
KDE [73] showed lower F-Mes, PCC, and MCC values
and can be considered the worst performing methods,
respectively.
2) Fig. 5 shows the error bar plot of performance evaluation metrics for each video category over all the used
methods. In this plot, each bar represents the variability
of all detection methods over each video category to
indicate the error or uncertainty in a reported assessment
metric. As can be seen from Fig. 5, it should come
no surprise that for all the assessment metrics, videos
captured in clear day conditions exhibit high value for
all three assessment metrics (i.e., F-Measure (0.6502),
PCC (0.9440), and MCC (0.6679)) for all the methods.
In contrast, almost all methods faced difficulties with
videos in poor illumination conditions because they
mostly suffered from camouflage problems, resulting
in lower values of F-Mes (0.2881), PCC (0.6779), and
MCC (0.2843).
3) Furthermore, video clips of E-TUVD under fog, haze
and dust conditions were also challenging categories
and provided low metric values as compared to the
clear day situation. This is due to the effect of reduced
visibility on the ability to automatically detect moving
objects from long-distance video sequences degraded by
the atmospheric path. Moreover, detection algorithms
based on deep learning approaches (i.e., IDLM [80],
MFCN [81], MSFgNet [82], and ED-ResNet18 [83])

Degraded atmospheric/weather conditions drastically alter
images of natural outdoor scenarios. Under such conditions,
the performance of any moving object detection algorithm
deteriorates (as can be observed from TABLE V). Thus, it is
necessary to enhance and remove the visual effects of these
atmospheric/weather conditions to improve the performance
of detection algorithms. In this section, we compare the stateof-the-art visibility enhancement methods for restoration of
atmospheric/weather degraded image sequences (under fog,
haze and dust conditions) of the E-TUVD.
A. State-of-the-Art Methods Tested
Over the years, many algorithms have been proposed for
visibility enhancement and restoration of real-world images
for various vision based applications. The most representative
visibility enhancement techniques can be based on the input
information:
• Multiple Image Approaches: Atmospheric Scattering
Model ([42], [43], [84]), Depth Estimation ([85]–[87]),
and Polarizing Filtering ([88]–[90]).
• Single Image Approaches: Fusion strategy ([91]–[94]),
Dark Channel Prior ([95]–[98]), Retinex Theory
([99]–[103]), Bayesian Strategy ([104], [105]), Filtering
([106]–[109]); Histogram Equalization ([110]–[114]),
Learning Strategy ([115], [116]), and Deep Learning
([117]–[121]).
These approaches are used as a basic framework to
develop algorithms for visibility restoration of outdoor scenes.
The multiple image based visibility enhancement techniques
requires additional information such as elevation, camera
position, and the approximate distance between the view
point and the sky area of the captured images. Unfortunately, these techniques often suffer from various issues
that reduce the practical applicability of these techniques.
In contrast, nowadays, most studies have focused on single
image approaches because these methods usually approximate
the thickness of atmospheric conditions from a single input
image. From the literature, a total of 22 single image based
visibility enhancement methods (i.e., 20 classical methods
and 2 deep learning methods) were implemented and tested
on atmospheric/weather degraded image sequences of the
E-TUVD. For each method, the parameters were adjusted
based on a subjective measurement of the overall results, and
one set of parameters was used for all the videos used in
our analysis. A brief overview of these visibility enhancement
techniques, along with the associated parameters tuning is
provided in TABLE VI.
Benchmarking these methods, is advantageous because
these methods can be quantitatively compared for the
restoration of atmospheric/weather degraded outdoor images
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TABLE VI
B RIEF S UMMARY OF THE V ISIBILITY E NHANCEMENT T ECHNIQUES U SED
IN THE E-TUVD D ATASET W ITH THE A SSOCIATED PARAMETERS

(i.e., owing to fog, haze and dust). Compared with the
corresponding original frames, the results of these visibility
enhancement methods on E-TUVD are displayed in Fig. 6.
B. Qualitative Assessment Metrics
Measuring the perceptual quality of images by objective
quality assessment metrics that agree with the human observer

is a fundamental need of image processing. In case of
real-world applications, reference images (i.e., ground-truth
images) are not available, and the quality evaluation is solely
based on the test images. Hence we performed quantitative
evaluation using blind measures (i.e., no-reference quality
assessment metrics were used) [132]. The metrics considered in our study are: rate of new visible edges (e), mean
ratio (r), percentage of saturated pixels (σ ), and visibility
measurement (VM). The first two metrics (e and r) use the
enhanced degree of image edges to approximate the enhanced
degree of image visibility. The third metric (σ ) indicates
color restoration performance of enhancement algorithms by
approximating the rate of saturated pixels after enhancement.
Finally, the last metric (VM) quantifies the degree of the
visibility of the image after enhancement based on visible edge
segmentation. A well enhanced image is supposed to have high
values of e, r, and VM and a low value of σ .
C. Experimental Results and Discussion
For qualitative comparison, similar videos used for testing
the detection algorithms in fog, haze and dust conditions were
selected from the E-TUVD dataset. To compute the simulation
results, visibility enhancement algorithms were implemented
on a CPU platform of a 64-bit workstation as mentioned in
Section V. The average values of the aforesaid assessment
metrics for restoring the visibility of atmospheric/weather
degraded image sequences are reported in TABLE VII. Similar
to TABLE V, the two best performance methods in each of the
representative atmospheric/weather challenges are presented in
boldface with underline and boldface. Conversely, the worst
performance methods are presented in italics and boldface.
TABLE VII and Fig. 6, show that the quality assessment
indexes may not be absolutely consistent with the subjective
assessment, but they can be used as references for comparing and benchmarking different enhancement algorithms. The
following observations can be made:
1) For fog and haze conditions, the SE method [123]
achieved superior values for all the visibility assessment
criteria and hence can be considered the best performance method among all methods in preserving both
the colors and edges and effectively enhancing the visibility. Although the SE method [123] provided effective
results for these two aforementioned conditions, it did
not effectively enhancing visibility of image sequences
degraded because of dust conditions and exhibited color
distortion.
2) Moreover, no single enhancement algorithm showed
the best performance under the considered atmospheric/
weather conditions (i.e., degraded due to fog, haze, and
dust). For dust conditions, the CBF method [92] and
NLR method [125] were the two outer-performed methods. Additionally, the NLR method [125] also effectively
restored the visibility of scenes under fog conditions
and can be considered the second most outer-performed
method after the SE method [123].
3) The DCP method proposed by He et.al. [95] is one
of the most popular single image based enhancement
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Fig. 6. Visual comparison of the visibility enhancement techniques on E-TUVD: First row shows Input Frames; Second row: Col (1,3,5) shows MSF [93]
results; Col (2,4,6) shows DCP [95] results; Third row: Col (1,3,5) shows FVR [109] results; Col (2,4,6) shows STD [122] results; Fourth row: Col
(1,3,5) shows BD [105] results; Col (2,4,6) shows BCCR [98] results; Fifth row: Col (1,3,5) shows SE [123] results; Col (2,4,6) shows CAP [124] results;
Sixth row: Col (1,3,5) shows MSCNN [117] results; Col (2,4,6) shows NLR [125] results; Seventh row: Col (1,3,5) shows GIF [107] results; Col (2,4,6)
shows VAS [126] results; Eight row: Col (1,3,5) shows OTM [127] results; Col (2,4,6) shows IPR [128] results; Ninth row: Col (1,3,5) shows MLP [115]
results; Col (2,4,6) shows CO [129] results; Tenth row: Col (1,3,5) shows OCE [130] results; Col (2,4,6) shows CBF [92] results; Eleventh row: Col (1,3,5)
shows RB [100] results; Col (2,4,6) shows GPR [131] results; Twelfth row: Col (1,3,5) shows DehazeNet [119] results; Col (2,4,6) shows CLAHE [110]
results.

algorithms, and in recent years, various algorithms have
been proposed depending on this concept. To improve
the edge preservation and efficiency, the improved DCP
algorithm as proposed by Meng et.al. [98] i.e. the BCCR
method, exhibited larger values of all visibility criteria
than the algorithm proposed by He et.al. [95] and could
comparatively improve efficiency.

4) Compared with all enhancement algorithms, the
STD [122], IPR [128], and CLAHE [110] methods
exhibited smaller values in terms of qualitative assessment metrics for all the three degraded atmospheric/
weather conditions (i.e., fog, haze and dust), and these
results were consistent with the subjective assessment,
as shown in Fig. 6.
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TABLE VII
N O -R EFERENCE I MAGE BASED Q UALITATIVE E VALUATION OF THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT V ISIBILITY E NHANCEMENT M ETHODS ON E-TUVD

Fig. 7.
Box-whisker plot of the assessment metrics for moving object
detection methods in pre-degradation (i.e. before visibility enhancement represented by blue boxes) and post restoration (i.e. after visibility enhancement
represented by red boxes) of degraded atmospheric/weather conditions of
E-TUVD.

VII. I NFLUENCE OF V ISIBILITY E NHANCEMENT FOR
ACCURATE D ETECTION OF M OVING O BJECTS
IN D EGRADED ATMOSPHERIC /
W EATHER C ONDITIONS
In this section, we demonstrate the practical utility of visibility enhancement for accurate detection of moving objects
in atmospheric/weather degraded outdoor scenes. To validate
this point, considering the most outer-performed visibility
enhancement method (i.e., the SE method [123] for fog
and haze conditions and the CBF method [92] for dust
conditions) in TABLE VII, Fig. 7 displays the box-whisker
plot of pre-degradation (i.e., represented by blue boxes) and
post restoration (i.e., represented by red boxes) performance
results of moving object detection methods (as described
in TABLE V) of outdoor scenes. In this non-parametric
plot, each box is enclosed by first and third quartiles to
represent groups of numerical data and is divided into two
parts by the median value represented using red lines on the
Y-axis. The outliers (represented by red asterisks) in the plot
show the extreme variability of the assessment metrics in

Fig. 8.
Characterization of the visibility enhanced frames from the
E-TUVD dataset using Entropy (For clarity the Y-axis has been shown for
range [6-8]).

the dataset. Because of the limitation of space, we cannot
display the experimental results of moving object detection
algorithms after visibility restoration in a tabulated form.
Fig. 7 shows that successful image restoration as a preprocessing step may significantly improve the performance of
moving object detection algorithms (an average accuracy of
5.82 and 6.08 percentage-point improvement under fog and
haze conditions and 11.37 percentage-point improvement
under dust conditions). To characterize the texture information
in pre-degraded and post-restored frames of the E-TUVD,
we used entropy to measure the contents, as shown in
Fig. 8. The higher entropy values of restored frames over
those of the degraded frames (shown in Fig. 8) indicate an
image with adequate details, thereby denoting good quality. Therefore, the distinguishable information of enhanced
frames can reveal hidden salient objects as compared to
the atmospheric/weather degraded frames. For the same reason, the detection results obtained in our case after restoring the atmospheric/weather degraded image sequences are
higher than those obtained before restoration. Some significant
improvements can also be observed in Fig. 9, which shows that
moving object detection after visibility restoration suppresses
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networks for accurate detection of moving objects in degraded
atmospheric/weather conditions to improve the performance of
each evaluation metric and to get the detection results as close
as possible to the ground-truth images.
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Fig. 9.
Results of applying the moving object detection algorithm to
the post restored and pre-degraded video sequences: (a1),(a2): input frames
in fog and dust condition; (b1),(b2): Corresponding Ground-truth frames;
(c1),(c2) visibility enhanced frames (SE result [123] for fog condition and
CBF result [92] for Dust condition); (d1), (d2): Moving object detection before
enhancement (ISBM result [55] for fog condition and PAWCS result [69] for
dust condition); (e1),(e2): Moving object detection after enhancement (ISBM
result [55] for fog condition and PAWCS result [69] for dust condition).

all false detections, while keeping the “real” moving objects.
In addition, the shapes of the extracted moving objects
appeared more clearly in the restored frames than in the
atmospheric/weather degraded image sequences. Fig. 9(e1)
clearly shows that the moving objects detected are two walking
human beings, one scooter rider, and one rickshaw puller after
visibility enhancement; in contrast, in Fig. 9(d1), the scooter
rider (far distance object) is not well detected because of
fog. Similarly, in Fig. 9(e2), the moving objects detected are
two bike riders, whereas in the corresponding frame which is
degraded because of dust (Fig. 9(d2)), it is difficult make this
conclusion. This emphasizes the benefit of visibility restoration
as a basic tool for high level target acquisition (such as
recognition) for both human visual systems and computerized
applications.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We present a ground-truth annotated benchmark video
dataset named as Extended Tripura University Video Dataset
(E-TUVD) for moving object detection in atmospheric/weather
degraded outdoor scenes. The dataset aims to provide the
research community with a benchmark facility for moving object detection under dynamic variations of adverse
atmospheric/weather conditions in an outdoor environment.
We then investigate the potentiality of several popular stateof-the-art moving object detection and visibility enhancement
techniques on the E-TUVD dataset. Furthermore, the effect
of visibility restoration on the ability to automatically
acquire moving objects was also examined here for video
sequences degraded by extreme atmospheric/weather conditions. Although there are still many limitations that need
to be addressed further, the purpose of this study has been
successfully fulfilled. The dataset will be extended to include
other atmospheric/weather conditions and will be regularly
revised based on feedback from the research community.
In the future, our aim is to design an unsupervised representation learning model based on deep convolutional neural
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